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Government of India 

Ministry of Communications 


Department of Telecommunications 

Access Services Wing 


20, Ashoka Road, New Delhi-110001 

t~) z.2J b-Q J~ IJ No.16-3/2017-AS-llI/MSC/109/75" l Dated : 

/08/2017 ~ 

To, 
1. All Access Service Provider 
2. All NLDO's 
3. MNP Zone-1 & MNP Zone-2 

Subject: MSC Code series '9340' re-allocated to M/S RJIO FOR 
M.P. LSA after surrendering by M/s RCOM 

This is in reference to MSC code series '9340' allocated for M/s 
RJIO for M.P. LSA which was surrendered by M/s RCOM (MSC code series 
'9340' was earlier allocated to M/s RCOM for Tamil Nadu LSA). Since 
there are approx. '500' active MSDN numbers of M/s RCOM which will 
continue to be served by M/s RCOM. These active MSISDNs served by 
RCOM will be subsequently handed over to RJIO as and when they are 
disconnected from RCOM network. To cater to this situation and enable 
porting of the MSISDNs in this series, following needs to be 
implemented: 
MNP Zone-2 will define 9340 series prefix for RJIO - MP260 in the MNP 
data base. 

The active RCOM MSISDNs (approx. five hundred) will be 
defined for RCOM - TN181 as 10 digit prefixes. 
MNP Zone-2 will provide a dump file (csv format) containing the RCOM 
MSISDNs and LRN details to the industry. 

All Operators including MNOs, ILDOs need to define manually 
the same in their MNP gateway solution. Also, all the Operators including 
MNOs & ILDO shall define the MSISDNs between RCOM and RJIO in the 
9340 number series based on the dump file provided by MNPS P. MN Os & 
ILDOs are expected to perform bulk synchronization in such cases where 
they see any LRN discrepancies post this activity. 

The same conditions will be followed in the series '93040' 
surrendered by M/s RCOM allotted in BI HAR LSA and now re-a Ilotted to 
M/s RJIL in Biha r LSA. 

This is issued with the approval of Sr. DDG (AS). \ , \':\' 
'V-i.- "~\'IP 

(S chl Kumar Garg) 

Assistant Director General (AS-III) 


Tel: 011-23710488 
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E-Mail: sanchit ' ;:;yarg@qov.in 

Copy for kind information and necessary action, if any, to: 

1. Secretary-TRAI 
2. CMD MT NL/CMD BSNL 

3. DG, COAi / SG, AUSPI 
4. Director (TERM-I), DoT, HQ with request to circulate the 
sanction to related TERM Cells . 


